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1. Introduction. Theorems of Phragmèn-Lindelof type and other related results
for elliptic-parabolic equations have been given by numerous authors in recent
years ([1]—[10],for example). Most of these results concern elliptic equations in a
half-space although in [5] conical domains are considered under the additional
assumption that the principal part of the elliptic operator approaches the Laplacian
at infinity. More generally, results of a qualitative nature have been obtained in
[17] without this assumption. Theorems of a different but related type involving
growth conditions on the L2 norm of a solution in general domains are given in [11].
In this paper we wish to consider a class of uniformly elliptic differential operators
in two-dimensional domains which are contained within a half strip or a sector.
In the case of the Laplacian the Phragmèn-Lindelof theorem for such domains is
easily obtained from the result for the half plane by conformai mapping; however
for more general elliptic operators this technique is not available. As a result the
Phragmèn-Lindelof growth index (the critical rate of growth of solutions for which
the theorem first fails) has been unknown up to nowi1). Our purpose here is to establish this growth index for half strips and sectors, showing explicitly its dependence
upon the constant of ellipticity and the size of the enclosing domain (width of
the half strip or angle of the sector), and to verify that it is best possible for the
class of operators which we consider. The appropriate Phragmèn-Lindelof indices
are defined in §2 and our main results are contained in Theorems 3.3, 4.1, and 4.2.
We also include some immediate applications to extended maximum principles
and uniqueness theorems.
2. Notations and basic hypotheses. Let D be an open, connected subset of £n
(«^ 1) and denote by 3?a(D) the class of second order elliptic differential operators

of the form
82
L = Ax- üiÁX)3X78X-,

with coefficients defined in D and satisfying there the normalization :

(1)

2ai((x)=l
¡=i.

Vxe/7;
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(x) The existence of such an index for conical domains in n ä 3 dimensions is proven in [17].
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and the ellipticity condition :

(2)

2 %«^2?«2
ij=l

&

*xeD

i= 1

for all real « vectors (il5..., |n) and some constant a in the range 0<a^ 1/n.
Clearly any second order uniformly elliptic operator (linear, quasilinear, or
nonlinear) belongs, after normalization, to some class ¿¡fa.In particular note that
the class ¿¡fllnconsists of the single operator (1/«)A where A is the «-dimensional
Laplacian. For quasilinear or nonlinear operators the ellipticity constant a will in
general depend upon the particular solution function being considered.
In recent papers [12], [13] we have given a partial axiomatization of PhragmènLindelöf techniques, based upon the maximum principle and the assumption of
the existence of suitable auxiliary comparison functions. For the special class of
operators which we consider here a typical Phragmen-Lindelöf result obtained in

these papers may be stated as
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that 8D=Y u rls where Y and Yy are disjoint sets. Let
u(x) be a real valued function, twice differ entiable in D, such that Lu(x)S0 in D for
some Le i£a and lim infxei>:x-.ri w(x)3:0. Suppose that there exists a nonnegative
function V(x), twice differ entiable in D, such that LV^O in D. Define u~(x) =
max {0, —u(x)} and suppose that u~(x) = o{ V(x)} as x-+T, x e D. Then u 3:0 in D.

Here all topological concepts are understood to be with respect to A", the one
point compactification of An so that if A»is unbounded in En the boundary of A»

will include the point at infinity.
The successful application of Theorem 2.1 is clearly reduced to the problem of
constructing a suitable comparison function V(x). In [13] we have indicated how
this may be accomplished for the entire class ifa with the aid of the maximizing
equation for the class, previously introduced by Pucci [14], [15], provided this
nonlinear equation can be solved. In a recent paper [16] such solutions have been
obtained for strips and sectors in the plane (« = 2) and provide optimum comparison
functions for the operators of the class J% in such domains. We devote the remainder of this section to a description of these functions. Note that for plane
domains our fixed constant o is restricted to the range 0<a%.\.
We consider first the plane half strip H(d)={(x,y) : -d<x<d,y>0}
and

define the Phragmen-Lindelöf index

^

W ">» Yd{ajh) to"1 M1-«»1'2-^!^}

and the periodic function C(t; a) in the parametric form

. . _
cosy
f -(l-2a) cos tp\
1 ' a) ~ 1+(1 -2a) cos tp exp U +(1 -2«) cos tpj

(2.2)

'-<«'-»"

j7n+(i-*)«,.CrJ
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The function
V(x,y) = eXvC(Xx;a),

(2.3)

positive in the half strip H(d) and vanishing on its vertical sides, is the comparison
function which we seek for H(d). It has been obtained in [16] as a solution of the
maximizing equation relative to the class £Pa.It follows from the theory of extremal
operators [15] that for every operator 7 e Z£awe have

LV(x,y)úO

V(x,y)eH(d).

Furthermore there exists an operator £' e 3?a such that £' V= 0 in H(d).
We note that if a = \, in which case the class ^xn contains only the single operator
(\){82/8x2 + 82/8y2}, our comparison function reduces to the harmonic function
V(x, y) = enyl2d cos (nxßd).

For the plane sector S(ß) = {(x, y) : r>0, \8\ <ß<-n} the construction of comparison functions is more involved. If 0<a<^
we define the constants d =
cos-1 (1 —2a) e (0,7r/2), l2 = Tt—ix and the Phragmèn-Lindelof indices

p(ß;o)

=

2(1-2«)
COS£ + (1 —2a)

where

£e [ii, d) satisfies
[(TT-Q/tanVitanlx + li = 2ß
when 0 < 2ß ¿ tt
i e (0, ix) satisfies

[i/tan i] tan d+d = 2ß when
tt <2ß < minm{2tt, tan d + d}

(2.4)
2(1-2a)
cosh £ + (1—2a)

where

i e (—00, 0) satisfies

K/tanh Q tan d + d = 2y3when
tan d + d U2ß <2tt

and
2(1-2a)

K/3;a) = cos £ —(1 —2a)
(2.5)

where

i e (0, ix) satisfies
[i/tan i] tan ix-ix

= 2/3 when

0 < 2/3 < minm{2tt, tan d - d}
2(1-2a)
cosh £ —(1 —2a)

where

£ e [0, 00) satisfies

[Ç/tanh£] tan d - d = 2ß when

tan d-d

^ 2ß < 2tt.

For the class -S?1/2we define ¿¿(|8;%)= v(ß; %)= Tr/2ß.
A sketch of p. and v as functions of a and j3 is shown in Figure 1. Note that they
are monotone decreasing functions of ß and that p-(tt/2 ; a) = 1 for all 0 < a ^ ^.
Next we define the periodic functions Cx(8; ß; a) and C2(6; ß; a) parametrically
as
Cx(0;ß;o)

(2.6)

COS (p{\+px

COS cp}'(l«-l|-l)/2

{l+^costp}'1"-11'
(4a(l-a))1/2

cm
dî
(1
+px
cos
f)(l
+f 2 cos f)
Jo
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Figure 1

where /¿1= (|/¿- 1| - l)(l-2a)/p
rtfi.R-

C2(0,p,

(2.7)

\

a) =

and /¿2= (|/¿-l|

+ l)(l-2a)//¿

and

cos<p{l+^cosy}v/2
{l+K2COS<p}(v

(4«(1-«))1/2

+ 2>'2

r*

d£

Jo (1+^1 COS0(1+1/2 cos £)
where ^ = (1—2a) and v2—(v + 2)(l—2a)/v.
Our comparison function for the sector S(ß) is then given either by

(2.8)

Vi(x,y) = r"Cy(e;ß;a)

or

(2.9)

V2(x,y) = r-*C2(9;ß;a)

both of which are positive in the sector and vanish on its sides. Again they have
been obtained in [16] as solutions of the maximizing equation relative to the class
ifa and have the property that

LV(x,y)úO

V(x,y)eS(ß)
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for every operator £ e 3?a. Moreover for each of them there exists an operator
7' e &a such that £'K=0 in S(ß).
Since p. and v are both positive we may refer to Vx as an antibarrier at infinity
and V2 as an antibarrier at the origin, in the terminology of [15].
Note that for a = \ these functions reduce to the harmonic functions
Vx(x, y) = r"l2e cos T,8/2ß

V2(x, y) = r"3"2" cos ttÖ/2/S.

Furthermore for the case of a half plane (ß=Tr/2) we have p(ß; a)= 1 and it is
easily shown that the comparison function Vx reduces to

.

. _

r cos 8

x{X' y) ~ (4a(l-a))1/2

_

x

~ (4a(l-a))1/2'

3. The Phragmèn-Lindelof theorem in a half strip.

We shall first prove a

preliminary version of the theorem and then proceed to sharpen it.

Theorem 3.1. Let D be an unbounded, open, connected set contained within a
half strip of width 2d in the plane. Let B denote the finite boundary of D. Let u(x, y)
be a real valued function, twice differentiable in D, such that Lu^O in D for some
Le3?a and lim{x¡y^D.Ax¡y)^Binf u(x, }>)= 0. Suppose in addition that for some e>0
we have u~(x, y) = o{e(Á~c)s}for (x,y)eD
as s->co, where s denotes distance
measured along the axis of the half strip and X= X(d; a). Then u^O in D.
Proof. Since the class of operators 3?a is invariant under rotation and translation
of coordinates there is no loss in generality in assuming that D is contained in the

half strip H(d)={(x, y) : -d<x<d,y>0}.
From formula (2.1) it is clear that there exists a d*>d such that X*= X(d*; a)
= X(d; a) —e. We consider now the comparison function V(x, y) = ex*yC(\*x; a).
From our previous remarks in §2 we haveLKáO in 77. Moreover since C(X*x; a)
is strictly positive for all (x, y) e D U B the growth condition u~ =o{ex'v} as y -> oo
may be written equivalently in the form
u~(x, y) = o{V(x, y)} for all (x, y) e D as y -* oo.

The result now follows from Theorem 2.1, taking Y±= B and r = {oo}.
Our purpose now is to improve this theorem by removing the e and to show that
such a result is the best possible(2). We shall need the following
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that all hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold with the exception
of the condition m = lim{x¡y)eD;(Xiy)^Binf u(x, y)tO. Then u^m in D.

Proof. If «i= —oo there is nothing to prove. If —oo<«i<oo we define w(x, y)
= u(x,y) —m in D. Then wehave£w=£w^0in
D while limu>s/)6D;Ui!/)_B
inf w(x, y)
(2) The possibility of improving Theorem 3.1 in this manner was first suggested to the
author by Professor Keith Miller of the University of California, Berkeley.
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3:0. Moreover the growth condition vv" = o{e(A"£>s}holds as s —>oo. From Theorem

3.1 we conclude that w 3:0 in D.
From this result it follows readily that the case m= +oo cannot occur.
Theorem 3.3. Let D be an unbounded, open, connected subset of the plane which,
for suitably large values off ( = (x2+y2)112), is contained within a half strip of width
2d. Let B denote the finite boundary of D. Let u(x, y) be a real valued function, twice
differ entiable in D, such that Luf^O in D for some Le Jfa and

lim

inf u(x, y) 3: 0.

(.x,y)sD;(x.y)-B

Suppose in addition that the growth condition u~(x, y) = o{eÁS}holds for (x, y)e D
as s -> oo, where s denotes distance measured along the axis of the half strip and
X= X(d; a). Then «3:0 in D. Moreover this result is the best possible for the class of
operators ifa.

Proof. Again by rotation and translation of coordinates we may assume that

the half strip of the theorem is H(d) = {(x, y) : -d<x<d,

y>0}.

Let us first assume that A»is entirely contained in H(d). From the growth condition on u(x, y) we note that given any 8 > 0 there exists a y(8) such that «(0, y)
+ Se^3:0 for all points (0, y)e D with y^y.
We define w(x, y) = u(x, y) + oeKyC(Xx;a)/C(0; a) for (x, y) e D. The proof will
be accomplished if we can show that w 3:0 in D for then fixing (x, y)e D and
letting S —>0 we obtain the desired result.
Let us define Hy={(x,y) : —d<x<0,y>y},
Dy = D n Hy and assume that
A)1t¿0. Then we have Lw^O in Dy. Moreover since w~(x,y) = o{eMdM)v}for
(x, y) e D as y -> oo and X(d; a) < X(d/2 ; a) we have w-(x,y)

= o{elMdl2:a)-s]v}for

(x, y) £ Dy as y -> oo for sufficiently small e > 0.
Let By denote the finite boundary of Dy. At any point A of By which also belongs
to A we have Hmix¡y)eD.ix¡y)^Pinf w(x, y)t0.
At those points of By which are
interior to D and on the line x=0we have w(0, y) = u(0, y) + SeÁy3:0. The remainder
of Ai consists of those points interior to D which are on the line —d<x<0, y=y.
Applying Lemma 3.2 (or the maximum principle in the case that Dy is bounded
and not empty) we obtain the following possibilities:

(1) Dy=0;
(2) w3:0 in Dy;
(3) w restricted to Dy attains its negative minimum at some point interior to D
and on the line —o"<x<0, y=y.
In the same way if we define H2={(x, y) : 0<x<d,y>y}
and D2 —D n H2 we
have the possibilities:
(1) D2=0;

(2) w3:0 in D2;
(3) w restricted to D2 attains its negative minimum at some point interior to D

and on the line 0<x<d,

y=y.
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Finally applying the maximum principle to the remaining bounded set £2=
D n {(x, y) : 0<j><>>} we obtain the possibilities:

(1) £2=0;

(2) wäOin £2;
(3) w restricted to Ù attains its negative minimum at some point interior to 77
and on the line —d<x<d, y=y.
Combining these results we conclude that either wäO in D or else w attains its
negative minimum at some point interior to D and on the line —d<x<d, y=y.
We may further assert that the second possibility cannot occur for then the strong
maximum principle would imply that w is identically constant in D which contradicts the assumption that u~(x, y) = o{eAy}for (x, y) e D as y -*■oo. Thus iväO in
D and the proof is complete for this first case.
More generally a bounded open portion 77* of the domain D will extend beyond
the base of the half strip H(d). In this case let us define m =vo£oc.ox¡D;-i<x<d u(x, 0).
If «z^O we may apply the part of the theorem already proven to conclude
that w^O in the portion of D which is contained in H(d) and the maximum
principle to conclude that wäO in 77*. Combining these results we have w&0

in D.
If m<0 then m must be attained at some point interior to D and on the line
segment v = 0, —d<x<d. Defining w = u —m and applying the part of the theorem
already proven we find that w 2:0 in the portion of D which is contained in H(d).
Again by the maximum principle we have wä«z in D*. Thus u ^ m in D while m is
attained at some point interior to 77 and on the line segment .v= 0, —d<x<d.
The strong maximum principle then implies that u=m in 77 which contradicts the
hypothesis lim{x¡y)eD.ÁX_y)^B
inf u(x, v)S0. This concludes the proof.
Our result is the best possible for the class ä?a in the sense that the growth
condition o{ } cannot be replaced by the weaker condition 0{ }. To show this
consider the function u(x, y) = l-eÁyC(Xx; a)/C(0; a) in the half strip H(d) and
note that on the finite boundary of H(d) we have u à 0 and, by our previous remarks
in §2, there exists an £' e áCasuch that L'u=0 in H(d). While the growth condition
u~ = 0{eÁy}holds as y -> oo the condition of the theorem, u~ =o{eÁy}as y —>oo, is
violated. Since the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 does not hold for this function we
conclude that the Phragmèn-Lindelof growth index X(d; a) is the best possible for

the class JS^.
The use of Theorem 3.3 (instead of Theorem 3.1) in Lemma 3.2 yields an
analogous improvement of the extended minimum principle stated there.

Corollary

(Extended

Minimum Principle).

Suppose that all hypotheses of

Theorem 3.3 hold with the exception of the condition m = lim(Xfy)eD.iXiy)^B
inf u(x, y)

ä0. TTie«u^m in D.
Finally, applying the above corollary to the functions u(x, y) and —u(x, y), we
obtain the following uniqueness result.
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Corollary
(Uniqueness). Let D be an unbounded, open, connected subset of the
plane which, for suitably large values of r, is contained in a half strip of width 2d.
Let B denote the finite boundary of D. Let u(x, y) be a real valued function, twice
differentiable in D and continuous on D u A, such that Lu = 0 in D for some LeSfa
and u = 0 on B. Suppose in addition that u(x,y) = o{ehs}for (x, y) e D as j—>-co,
where s denotes distance measured along the axis of the half strip and X= X(d; a).

Then u = 0 in flufi.
Remark. For simplicity we have considered only domains D which, for suitably
large values of r, are entirely contained within a single half strip; however the
results may be extended easily to domains which, for suitably large values of r,
are contained within a finite number, N, of half strips. In this case we would
require a growth condition in each of the half strips (of widths 2dy, 2d2,..., 2dN)
of the form u~ =o{eh>s}as s -> oo where A¡= X(d¡; a) for i=l,...,
N.
4. The Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem in a sector. Aside from the change in
geometry from half strips to sectors and the use of the comparison functions (2.8)
or (2.9) instead of (2.3) the proofs of the results to be given here are virtually
identical with those in §3. For this reason we shall be content to merely state the
theorems in their final forms.

Theorem 4.1. Let D be an unbounded, open, connected subset of the plane which,
for suitably large values of r ( = (x2+y2)112), is contained within a sector of half
angle ß,0<ß<-rr. Let B denote the finite boundary of D. Let u(x, y) be a real valued
function, twice differentiable in D, such that Lu^O in D for some LeS£a and
lim{Xiy)eD.(xv)^B inf u(x, >0 = 0. Suppose

in addition

that

the growth

condition

u~(x, y) = o{pu} holds for (x, y) e D as p -> oo, where p denotes distance measured
from the vertex of the sector and p = p(ß; a). Then w3:0 in D. Moreover this result
is the best possible for the class of operators 3?a.

The fact that the result is optimal for the class =S£follows from the observation
that the negative function u(x, y)= —ruCy(6;ß; a) satisfies all conditions of the
theorem in the sector S(ß) = {(x, y) : r>0, \6\ <ß<n} except the growth restriction.
In fact while the growth condition u~=0{r"} holds as r-»oo the condition
W =o{r"} is obviously violated.

Corollary

(Extended

Minimum Principle).

Suppose that all hypotheses of

Theorem 4.1 hold with the exception of the condition m = Hm{Xiy)sD.ÁX¡yí^B
inf u(x, y)

3:0. Then u^m in D.
Corollary
(Uniqueness). Let D be an unbounded, open, connected subset of the
plane which, for suitably large values ofr, is contained within a sector of half angle ß,
0<ß<TT. Let B denote the finite boundary of D. Let u(x, y) be a real valued function,
twice differentiable in D and continuous on D U B, such that Lu = 0 in D for some
Le^Ca and u = 0 on B. Suppose in addition that u(x, y) = o{p"} for (x,y)eD
as
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p -> oo, where p denotes distance measured from the vertex of the sector and

P = p(ß; a). Then u = 0 in D u B.
Remark. The above results remain valid for a domain which, for suitably large
values of r, is contained within a finite number of sectors of half angles ßlt..., ßN
provided the appropriate growth condition u~=o{pu>} holds in each sector as
p -> oo, where px=p(ßl; a) for /'= 1,..., N.
Remark. For the special case of a half plane sector (ß=Tr/2) we have p.(ß; a) = 1
for all a, 0<ag^
and the result of Theorem 4.1 coincides with the well-known
Phragmèn-Lindelof theorem given by Gilbarg [1] and extended by Hopf [2].
Theorem 4.2. Let D be an open, connected subset of the plane which, in a neighbourhood of a finite boundary point P, is contained within a sector of half angle ß,
0<ß<Tr and vertex P. Let B denote 8D —{P). Let u(x, y) be a real valued function,
twice differentiable in D, such that Lu^O in D for some Le3?a and

lim

infu(x, y) >. 0.

{x,y)eD;(x.y)-B

Suppose in addition that the growth condition u'(x, y) = o{p~v} holds for (x, y)e D
as p -> 0, where p denotes distance measured from P andv = v(ß; a). Then «SO in D.
Moreover this result is the best possible for the class of operators S£a.

The negative function u(x, y)= -r""C2(8;

ß;a)in

S(ß) = {(x,y):r>0,

the sector

\8\ < ß < tt}

provides the example which shows that the Phragmèn-Lindelof

growth index

v(ß; a) cannot be improved for the class ¿¿?a.

Corollary

(Extended

Minimum Principle).

Suppose that all hypotheses of

Theorem 4.2 hold with the exception of the condition m = limiXjy)BD.AXtll)-,B
inf u(x, y)

SO. 77ie« warn in D.
Corollary
(Uniqueness). £er D be an open, connected subset of the plane
which, in a neighbourhood of a finite boundary point P, is contained within a sector of
half angle ß, 0<ß<-rr and vertex P. Define B = 8D —{P}. Let u(x,y) be a real valued
function, twice differentiable in D and continuous on 77 u 77, such that Lu = 0 in D
for some Le ¿Caand « = 0 on B. Suppose in addition that u(x, y) = o{p ~ v}for (x, y)e D
as p -> 0, where p denotes distance measured from P and v = v(ß; a). Then u = 0 in

DUB.
Remark. The results of Theorem 4.2 and its corollaries remain valid for a
domain which, in a neighbourhood of each of a finite number of finite boundary
points Px, ■■., PN is contained within a sector of half angle ßt, 0</9t< v and vertex
Pifor i=l,...,
N provided the appropriate growth condition u~ =o{p~vi} holds in
each sector as p -> 0, where vx= v(/3(; a) for i = 1,..., N. A combination of Theorems
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4.1 and 4.2 may also be stated which would permit an a priori growth of solutions
at both infinity and the vertex of a sector.
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